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Current status of indigenous biodiversity
Total native vegetation (forest, shrubland, grassland and wetland)

These differing statistics reflect the distinctly different landscapes that different sectors occupy.
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Main focus – protecting waterways and water quality
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How we connect ecosystem services to
farm business and resource management?
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Challenges
• Sourcing data on the extent, condition and function of indigenous biodiversity at farm scale
• Poorly defined set of measures for monitoring the condition and function of indigenous ecosystems.
• Limited quantitative data on the provision of services from indigenous biodiversity and potential value to
the farm business
• Understanding more about how services change as the ecosystem degrades or improves
• Understanding how service provision is changed if exotic species are providing the services rather than
predominantly native
• The interactions between adjoining exotic and indigenous ecosystems and how current practices impact
on those interactions are poorly understood
• Limited recognition and use of traditional knowledge (i.e. Mātauranga Māori)

• Biodiversity strategies are of limited value in informing farm scale decisions on biodiversity..

